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ABSTRACT

BIO-INSPIRED ALL-POLYMER 2D PHOTONIC
CRYSTAL FIBERS

Tamer Doğan

M.S. in Physics

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Mehmet Bayındır

August, 2014

Photonic crystals are essential part of the integrated systems which require ma-

nipulation of light in a manner that all-optical polarization and reflection prop-

erties are completely calibrated to necessary levels. However, beyond scientific

development of photonic crystals, biological systems also provided inspiration for

the field since they perfected the mechanisms in terms of coloration over millions

of years. In addition, natural samples are also observed to serve and function for

more than single purpose, and this further illuminates the technological designs

so as to develop multifunctional structures. Anas Platyrhynchos L. (mallard) is

one of the natural examples and detailed investigations yield that its neck feathers

have structural coloration, iridescence and hydrophobicity.

Being inspired form mallard duck, two-dimensional photonic crystal fibers

are produced to imitate coloration and surface architecture. The fabrication is

established by iterative size reduction technique which, as a top-down method,

enables design of nano-scale materials from macro-scale structures. To accurately

imitate duck feathers, polycarbonate (PC) and polyvinyldifluoride (PVDF), are

characterized and selected for their thermal compatibility and dielectric properties

among number of polymers.

Produced 2D photonic crystal fibers have been demonstrated to reflect color

of green like duck feathers, and also shown to have iridescence by optical means.

Besides single coloration, all colors of visible spectrum are also obtained to at-

test potential applicability of fabrication technique and produced fibers. It is

also substantiated that all colors can be obtained in a single fiber by tapering a

thick fiber. In addition, last but not least, 2D photonic crystal fibers are care-

fully designed to have surface roughness which promoted hydrophobic feature of
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PVDF and provided better hydrophobicity than natural counterparts. Manufac-

tured structures are also the first demonstration for production of all-polymer

two dimensional photonic crystal fibers which may be used in textile or filtering

technologies.

Keywords: Nanophotonics, Photonic Band Gap Materials, Structural Coloration,

Photonic Crystal Fiber, 2D Photonic Crystal, Multifunctional Fiber, Polymer

Fiber.



ÖZET

DOĞADAN ESİNLENİLMİŞ TAMAMEN POLİMER 2B
FOTONİK KRİSTAL FİBERLER

Tamer Doğan

Fizik, Yüksek Lisans

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Mehmet Bayındır

Ağustos, 2014

Fotonik kristaller, ışığın polarizasyon ve yansıma özelliklerinin gerekli seviyelere

kolayca ayarlanmasını gerektiren tümleşik optik sistemlerin önemli parçalarıdır.

Ancak, fotonik kristallerin bilimsel gelişmesinden öte, biyolojik sistemler ren-

klenme açısından bulundurdukları mükemmel mekanizmalarla bu alana ilham

kaynağı olmuşlardır. Doğal örneklerin birden fazla amaca hizmet eden yapılar

barındırdıkları ve bu sayede teknolojik gelişmelere çok-fonksiyonlu yapılar olarak

da katkı sağladıkları gözlemlenmiştir. Anas Platyrhynchos L. (yaban ördeği)

de bu örneklerden birisi olarak detaylı olarak incelenmesi sonucunda boyun

kısmındaki tüylerin iki-boyutlu fotonik kristal renklenmesi, yanardönerlik ve

hidrofobiklik özelliklerini içerdiği anlaşılmıştır.

Yaban ördeğinden ilham alınarak, bu yapıları renklenme ve yüzey özellikleri

bakımından taklit eden iki-boyutlu fotonik kristal fiberler üretilmiştir. Üretim,

bir yukarıdan-aşağıya metodu olan ve nano-yapıları büyük boyutlardan kon-

trol etmeyi sağlayan, tekrarlamalı boyut küçültme tekniğiyle gerçekleştirilmiştir.

Ördek tüylerini tam olarak kopyalayabilmek için polycarbonate (PC) and

polyvinyldifluoride (PVDF) malzemeleri incelenmiş, ve sıcaklık uyumlulukları ve

dielektrik özelliklerinden dolayı birkaç polimer arasından seçilmişlerdir.

Üretilen 2B fotonik kristal fiberlerin ördek tüyleri gibi yeşil renkte yansıdıkları

ve yanardönerlik özelliğine sahip oldukları optiksel olarak gösterilmiştir. Tek

rengin yanında, görünür tayfın bütün renklerini yansıtan fiberler de elde edilerek

fabrikasyon tekniğinin ve üretilen fiberlerin potansiyel uygulanabilirlikleri beyan

edilmiştir. Ayrıca bütün renkler kalın bir fiber inceltilerek tek bir fiber ŭzerinde

gösterilmiştir. Son fakat aynı derecede önemli olarak da 2B fiberler dikkatlice

üzerlerinde yüzey pürüzlülükleri olacak şekilde dizayn edilmiştir ve bu sayede

PVDF malzemesinin hidrofobik özelliği doğal yapıyı geçecek kadar geliştirilmiştir.
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Elde edilen yapılar bu zamana kadar üretilen tamamı polimer 2B fotonik kristal

fiberlerin ilkidir ve tekstil ve ışığı süzme teknolojilerinde kullanılabilirler.

Anahtar sözcükler : Nanofotonik, Fotonik Band Aralıklı Malzemeler, Yapısal

Renklenme, Fotonik Kristal Fiber, 2B Fotonik Kristal, Çok Fonksiyonlu Fiber,

Polimer Fiber.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most of the colors we observe in nature are produced either due to pigments which

function by absorption of variety of wavelengths or via structural coloration that

results from interaction of light with structures that have sizes comparable to

operated wavelengths [1, 2, 3]. Pigments are structures with certain chemical

compositions which can be produced artificially and highly observed on natural

surroundings [4]. On the other hand, structurally colored structures are outcomes

of meticulously integrated materials with specifically arranged physical properties

[5]. In the light of this point of view, structural coloration have drawn great

attention both for its capability for wide variety of applications such as integrated

optics, display technologies etc. and for its amazing examples found in nature for

which scales of butterfly wings and feathers of certain types of birds can be given

as two instances [6].

Structural coloration is usually observed and investigated in the living sys-

tems, and it is considered to function for several purposes such as camouflage,

mate attraction, UV protection and so on [7, 8, 9]. Among the range of structural

coloration strategies found in nature are: diffraction gratings, photonic crystals,

scattering etc. The most studied and imitated coloration methods are photonic

crystals which are especially notable for their iridescence and exceptionally bright

coloration [10, 11, 12, 13]. In the first part of the consequent chapter of this the-

ses, theoretical background that is necessary for calculation of optical properties
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of photonic crystals is given. Furthermore, influence of small perturbations and

effects of changes in symmetry are covered.

Although photonic crystals are experimented and physical phenomena be-

hind them are understood long before they were observed from natural samples

[14], most of the attention was drawn after detailed investigation of natural pho-

tonic designs through scanning and transmission electron microscopes (SEM and

TEM). Particular and distinct coloration designs observed on variety of natural

structures are largely explored by many research groups [15, 16]. As correspon-

dence to this end, photonic crystal examples from nature are further focused in

the next chapter. In addition to instances from literature, our work on detailed

investigation of bright and iridescent green neck feathers of Anas Platyrhynchos

(mallard drakes) is also clarified in that chapter.

Beyond color production most of the natural samples are found to possess dif-

ferent characteristics which apparently serve to function more than simple color

trend. Those multi scaled architectures are commonly known as ‘multifunctional’

structures and they exhibit distinct properties such as self-cleaning, superhy-

drophobicity, adhesion, anisotropic wettability and more of which may remain

unexplored [17, 18]. Our investigation displays superhydrophobicity in addition

to bright coloration, therefore on account of this, smart surfaces and multifunc-

tional surfaces on plants and animals including our hydrophobic characterization

of feather samples are examined in another section of Chapter 2.

Further development in this area was accomplished by successful imitation of

investigated structures with certain materials and precise parameters. To pro-

duce structures that work consistently, lots of fabrication methods have been

proposed and some survive to this date as they satisfactorily mimic the exact

structures. In particular for photonic crystals, a few fabrication methods such as

self-assembly or deposition techniques manage to mimic nature-inspired 1D and

3D photonic crystals [19, 20], but functional imitations of 2D photonic crystals

observed in nature are yet to be produced. In respect with this point, this the-

sis mostly concerns about exact imitation of green head feathers of investigated

Anas Platyrhynchos. Used fabrication technique, compatible material selection,

2



and design, modification and construction of two-dimensional photonic crystal

fibers including theoretical calculations necessary for optimization of each pro-

cess are thoroughly explained in Chapter 3.

In recent years, fabrication techniques have preceded beyond copying the orig-

inal structures, and present phenomena have been further modified as required

for integrated systems, important instances of which can be given as Bragg fibers,

anti-reflective coatings, waveguides etc [21, 22, 23, 24]. Production for most of

the mentioned structures necessitates adjustment of the fabrication procedures

since versatility is considerably essential for these systems to accommodate with

current technology. This study was shaped taking this progression into account

and thus resulted in more than single colored fibers. In the last section of Chap-

ter 3, processes and procedures considered for fabrication of colorful fibers are

explained. Further optical and surface characterization of two dimensional pho-

tonic crystal fibers are described in Chapter 4. Novelties and facilities offered by

bio-inspired all-polymer photonic crystal fibers are discussed in the last chapter.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Backgorund

2.1 Photonic Crystals

Photonic crystals are periodic structures that are used to manipulate the propa-

gation of light with certain wavelength(s) [25]. There are three specific photonic

crystals: one-, two- and three-dimensional photonic crystals (Fig 2.1). Number

of directions that possess periodicity determines type of photonic crystal (e.g. 1D

photonic crystals are periodic in one direction where 2D PC are in two directions

and etc.) Photonic crystals contain at least two distinct materials that differ in

optical properties, especially in refractive indices. When those specific materials

are periodically arranged, they form particular band gap arrangement for which

explicit frequencies of light that satisfies resulting conditions can travel through

or get reflected from the structure.

Photonic crystals are not only checkpoints for particular frequency range but

also can be arranged to check polarization of incident light [26, 27]. This prop-

erty can be more prominent in 2D photonic crystal since some polarizations of

incoming light will eventually face nonsymmetric configuration and will not ex-

perience the effect of periodicity [28, 29]. On the other hand, some structures

can be utilized in favor of technology in a way that they prevent all polarization

of specific range of wavelengths via complete photonic band gaps.
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Figure 2.1: Examples to 1D, 2D and 3D photonic crystals. Each structure is
periodic in different number of directions. Photonic crystals are usually made out
of two different materials which are represented by diversity in colors. Adopted
from Ref. 25.

2.1.1 Review of Photonic Crystals

2.1.1.1 One-dimensional photonic crystals - Multilayer films

The concept of photonic crystals bases back to 1887 when Lord Rayleigh published

his first studies on multi-layer stack of dielectric materials [14]. He explained the

working mechanism by accurate calculations on that first 1D photonic crystal.

The main idea that corresponds to complete reflection of incident light from

multilayer dielectric mirror is that periodic arrangement and thickness of the

layers are comparable to the operated wavelength in a way that multiple reflection

of forward travelling wave interferes destructively [30]. The simple correlation

between spacing and wavelength for omnidirectional reflection is given as

d =
λ

4ni

(2.1)

where λ is wavelength in free space and ni is the refractive index of alternating

materials. Such one-dimensionally periodic structures are also known as quarter
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Figure 2.2: Isotropic and homogeneous layer of dielectric medium.

wave stack and reflection can be calculated using following equation

R = tanh2
(
N ln

n1

n2

+
1

2
ln
ns

n0

)
(2.2)

where n0, ns are refractive indices of starting and ending mediums, n1, n2 are

refractive indices of respective dielectric layers, and N is the number of pair

layers. This equation clearly states that reflectivity reaches unity as number of

layers increases, however usually 6-8 pairs are good enough to approach 99%

reflectivity for most of the materials. This sort of multilayer configurations are

widely used in many of the current devices.

On the other hand, some technological requirements necessitate controlled re-

flection and transmission percentages of electromagnetic waves rather than fully

reflecting mirrors [31, 32, 33]. For this purpose, proper reflection coefficient for

basic 1D photonic crystal can be calculated with not so complicated electromag-

netic treatment. Considering simple, isotropic and homogeneous layer as in Fig

2.2 with refractive index function

n(x) =


n1, if x < 0

n2, if 0 < x < a

n3, if a < x

(2.3)

One can calculate the reflectivity of this medium with transfer matrix method

and find

R =
∣∣∣∣AB
∣∣∣∣2 (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: Cross-section of photonic bandgap (PBG) fiber. As it can be seen,
several layers of one-dimensional photonic crystal is located at the inner surface
of the fiber. Adopted from; Ref. 39.

where A and B are given by

A =
1

2

(
cos θ3
cos θ1

− n3

n1

)
cos φ − i

2

(
n2 cos θ3
n1 cos θ2

− n3 cos θ2
n2 cos θ1

)
sin φ ,

B =
1

2

(
cos θ3
cos θ1

+
n3

n1

)
cos φ +

i

2

(
n2 cos θ3
n1 cos θ2

+
n3 cos θ2
n2 cos θ1

)
sin φ .

(2.5)

Here, φ is the phase shift of the light which is described by

φ =
2πn2a

λ
cos θ2 (2.6)

By changing mediums and stacking them periodically with different thick-

nesses desired reflectivity values can be set. There are huge number of examples

in the literature for such layered media schemes to be used in variety of purposes

and applications. For instance, in the fiber technology, 1D photonic crystals can

be axially integrated along the fibers to guide the selected wavelengths of inci-

dent spectrum [34, 35]. Particular example for this kind of fibers can be given as

photonic band gap fibers [36, 37, 38]. These fibers transmit the incoming light

regardless of its incident angle as long as it is headed inside the hollow core of

the fiber. Additionally, bending the fiber does not result with loss of efficiency

since reflection from inner surface is omnidirectional. A cross section SEM image

for this type of fiber can be seen in Fig 2.3.
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Temelkuran et. al. reports that this fibers can guide high power CO2 laser

with wavelength of 10.6 µm [39]. High power feature is due to hollow core struc-

ture because solid core fibers start to heat after a while or non-linear effects take

place and those problems cause fiber not to function properly. Coaxially layered

media in the figure includes materials of arsenic selenide (As2Se3) and polyether-

sulfone (PES) that are stacked periodically with respective thicknesses of As2Se3

and PES.

This sort of fibers are currently in use for various medical applications from

orthopaedic surgery to photodynamic therapy since they can deliver high power

lasers smoothly without any loss while bending [40, 41]. However, beyond fiber

technology, 1D photonic crystals found themselves very wide range of range ap-

plications such as Bragg reflector lasers, colorful fibers, laser delivery systems etc

[42, 19, 34].

2.1.1.2 Two-dimensional photonic crystals

First approach to and demonstration of 2D photonic crystals was made by Krauss

et. al. in 1996 [43]. In that paper, holes were drilled in hexagonal arrangement on

a semiconductor substrate and final structure resulted in polarization dependent

photonic band gap. It was also shown that as the angle of incidence varied the

transmission spectra changed drastically. The corresponding angle for this change

was polarization dependent.

The most important property of all 2D photonic crystals regardless of which

lattice arrangement is employed is its iridescence [44, 45]. Iridescence is the

occurrence of a shift on the reflected wavelength as the angle of illumination

changes. This is usually caused due to adjustment of the band gap; it might

either move towards different frequencies or shrink/enlarge in width. Therefore,

in 2D photonic crystals incident angle, frequency and polarization of the light

decides the reflected wavelength since those features respectively modify lattice

constants, material indices and periodic arrangements.

As an instance to iridescence, band diagram for square lattice 2D photonic

8



Figure 2.4: An example of a band diagram for two-dimensional photonic crystal.
Here, dielectric rods that have dielectric constant of 8.9 are assembled in a square
lattice formation with r/a = 0.2. Adopted from Ref. 25.

crystal is given in Fig 2.4. This specific lattice have radius to lattice constant

(r/a) ratio of 0.2. Materials are cylindrical rods with dielectric constant of 8.9.

It is apparent that there is band gap for only TM polarization (blue lines). In

addition, graph also informs about how band gap shrinks and shifts as the angle

of view changes from M to K which are points in the brillouin zone shown in

the inset. However this is not always the case, changing materials and radius to

lattice ratio, it is possible to form different band gap configurations.

Since photonic band diagrams are invariant under frequency and lattice con-

stant change, corresponding wavelength for specific frequency locations can be

obtained by the very simple equation given as

c

a
=

c

fλ
(2.7)

Thus in this case, relation between frequency and lattice constant is

a

λ
= f (2.8)

For the given diagram, the gap center is around 0.4, then the corresponding

wavelength for lattice constant a = 200 nm is λ = 500 nm. This sort of 2D

photonic crystals can be used for waveguiding purposes or localization of specific

modes.
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On the other hand, 2D photonic crystals is also commonly used in fiber tech-

nology as waveguides. First 2D photonic crystal fibers were produced by P.

Russell and his group to guide the light using total internal reflection (TIR) [46].

TIR is a reflection mechanism when light hits the surface with an angle larger

than critical angle and gets completely reflected. The critical angle is simply

given by Snell’s law for which refraction angle is 90o

sin θc
sin 90

=
n1

n2

⇒ sin θcritical ≥
n1

n2

(2.9)

where n1 and n2 are refractive indices of materials through which light passes

respectively.

The fiber was formed of regular and doped silica, and produced by draw-

ing technique [47]. Preform is prepared by bundling silica tubes in hexagonal

arrangement then fusing them into glass formation. Preform can have a solid

(non-tube) core and hollow (regular) core depending on requirements (Fig 2.5).

First reported 2D photonic crystal fiber was a solid core and it was guiding both

single mode and multi mode waves based on diameter of the holes (d). It was

shown that fundamental mode is guided for configurations where d/λ < 0.4.

Therefore, by doping solid core (e.g. with Germanium) and by taking advantage

of guiding condition, fibers that guide multi modes can be prepared. This type of

fibers can yield high power laser waveguides since light confines pretty well inside

the fiber.

This thesis is focused on two-dimensional photonic crystal fibers. However,

there are many basic differences between fibers formed here and explained above.

Firstly, bio-inspired fibers are proposed for coloration effects rather than waveg-

uides, in other words, observation in radial axis is prominent rather than cross-

section details. In addition, materials used here are high temperature polymers

which are selected to enrich imitation. Also, last but not least, solid core, for

above formation, means the single fiber right in the middle of the cross-section,

however, in our configuration solid core means that each of the hollow tubes are

filled with different material which completely covers that hollow. Properties of

our fiber will be explained in more detail in following chapters.
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Figure 2.5: SEM and optical images of various 2D photonic crystal fibers.
Adopted from Ref. 47.

2.1.1.3 Three-dimensional photonic crystal

The term ‘Photonic Crystal’ was first used by Yablonovitch in 1987 [48]. He

coined this term to such structures that are used for measurement and con-

trol of electromagnetic waves and shortly described them as semiconductors of

light since they can transmit or reflect light with certain and precise conditions.

Yablonovitch’s real contribution to the field was production of the first three-

dimensional photonic crystal with a complete photonic band gap [49]. He and

his team produced centimeter scale diamond like (not exactly diamond config-

uration) structure that has band gap width around 0.09 and centered at 0.535

frequencies. The structure itself is shown in Fig 2.6.

Although the first laboratory investigation and fabrication of 3D photonic

crystal structure was accomplished by Yablonovitch and his team, the first calcu-

lations were made a year before that [50]. As reported by Ho et. al., arrangement

of high dielectric spheres in a diamond lattice configuration forms complete pho-

tonic band gap. That paper was purely based on calculation of band diagram for

such structures using plane-wave expansion method. In addition, diamond lattice

here actually corresponds to regular diamond formation but with large spheres

that eliminate necessity for any bonds to connect them.
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Figure 2.6: Preparation procedure for Yablonovite type three-dimensional pho-
tonic crystal. Adopted from Ref. 49.

There are further more creative and unique 3D photonic crystal examples

that show remarkable properties and some of them include defects inside to lo-

calize electromagnetic waves or some modes. All photonic crystals are distributed

among many research areas and technological devices and they still help to im-

prove the overall progress in important fields such as optoelectronics, textile and

display technologies.
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Figure 2.7: Structural coloration examples from nature.

2.1.2 Photonic Crystals in Nature

As coloration mechanisms from natural samples were started to be investigated

through the invention of electron microscopes (SEM,TEM etc.), it was found that

photonic crystals were as common as pigments. In short, pigments are chemical

compounds that selectively reflect or transmit certain range of wavelengths of

incident light. It is not only that photonic crystals are periodically structured

materials but also different and clever designs in biological systems made the

analysis of this field more attractive. In addition, exact wavelength or polarization

to be reflected can be adjusted with small error margin in photonic crystals,
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however pigments can only give colors at a level that they are distinguishable

by human eye. Mostly, observed photonic crystals promise new formations and

different iridescence properties to be used in technology.

One of the most celebrated photonic crystal configuration in a natural sample

is found in the wing of butterflies [16, 51, 52]. A considerable example can be

bright, blue coloration in Morpho didius [53]. A detailed optical investigation of

wing scales of this particular insect was first investigated in 1999. Vukusic et. al.

reported the exact microstructures responsible for coloring and the mechanism

that enables visibility in wide range of angles. As the structural coloration, in

Morpho butterfly there is one-dimensional photonic crystal that includes keratin

and air. Since air is not solid it is not easy task to use it in 1D photonic crystal

without a compromise. Therefore as a design, this structure became a remarkable

example. As can be seen in Fig 2.8, the wing scale includes multi-layer structure

formed of air and keratin by separating solid layers with a fundamental column.

It is also worthy to note that there is not any complete formation. In other words

the structure is not exactly 1D photonic crystal, it includes multi-layers in the

form of trees. In addition, keratin layers get thinner as it grows away from the

column. And last but not least, distance among tree structures, periodicity on

larger scales also contributes to the total reflection and iridescence. Although the

micro structures fade away from ideal photonic crystal, their bright coloration

and iridescence feature shows that the two distinguishing properties make the

wing scales a distinct architecture rather than an inaccurate design.

Optical characterization of the wing structure mostly concerns about trans-

mission and reflection from single scales. Present photonic crystal is not periodic

in the other plane, therefore it does not exhibit similar reflection amount corre-

sponding to angle change. They reported high reflection to be effective for angle

range larger than 100◦ through periodic plane, on the other hand range of only

15◦ is operating for vertical plane. To see full effect from reflection and trans-

mission, they characterized and took measurements with 488 nm TM polarized

light. Their claim for high reflection, up to 75%, at even large angles is that a

transparent layer above the photonic crystals causes diffraction of light. In addi-

tion, it is discussed that reflection could reach 100% if the spacing among trees
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Figure 2.8: Quasi-multilayer structures on the wing scales of Morpho didius but-
terfly. Tree-like formation is biologically favoured since it is required for them to
grow from only one location. Adopted from Ref. 53.

matches quarter of the wavelength which is not the case in the wing.

Realization of two-dimensional photonic crystal in a natural sample was first

reported in 2003, explaining coloration strategies in peacock feathers [12]. It was

shown by electron microscope images (Fig 2.9) that there exist a square lattice

of rods distributed in the feathers of Pavo muticus peacock. With necessary

simulations, they demonstrated that partial photonic band gap is responsible

for reflection of light with specific wavelength from barbules. Since investigated

peacock feathers include variety of colors, how lattice properties changes among

differently colored barbules is also explained.

According to their findings, there are two main mechanisms that help to alter

the color. First one is the lattice constant which usually affects the location of the

band gap directly, so that it results with reflection of different frequencies. The

more uncommon feature of this structural coloration is number of periods. It is

stated that as number of periods decrease reflected range of frequencies increases,

thus different colors start to mix. Found lattice constant for colors of blue, green

and yellow were 140, 150 and 165 nm and number of periods stated to be 9, 6

and 4, respectively.

Our inspiration to produce all-polymer solid core two-dimensional photonic

crystal comes from particular structural coloration example of mallard duck [54].
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Figure 2.9: Peacock feathers are formed by square lattice arrangements of melanin
rods in a keratin matrix. Adopted from Ref. 12.

We have carried out detailed investigation of Anas Platyrhynchos which is mostly

celebrated for its brightly colored green head feathers. Apart from single col-

oration, it also possesses iridescence property that either correspond to color shift

to blue or total disappearance of the present color. Optical characterization of the

feathers clearly manifests this iridescence. As it can be seen in Fig 2.10, originally

green looking barbule switches its reflected color to blue as the angle range from

which light increases. Optically, this was accomplished by increasing magnifica-

tion of the objective because higher valued lenses gets closer to the sample and

that causes rise in the percentage of accumulated light from higher angles. After

this, we took variety of scanning electron microscope images to reveal both lon-

gitudinal and cross-sectional configuration both of which might contribute to the

overall coloration. Apparently, mallard neck feathers are formed of well-aligned

hexagonal two-dimensional photonic crystals that are deployed along edges of the

barbule. A considerable fact is also observed from the barbules that they have

rectangular cross section and this reasonably explains iridescence and overall col-

oration since specific color can be seen only in one direction and that direction is

sort of multiplied along the long edge. In other words, the barbule offers continu-

ous 2D photonic crystal by maximizing the functional surface areas of the barbule

elements responsible for iridescent coloration. The main rod materials are found

to be melanin which has refractive index value around 2 and they are embedded
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Figure 2.10: Bright-green coloration and iridescence on neck feathers of Mallard
duck. Hexagonally distributed melanin rods at the edge of the barbules cause
coloration through 2D photonic crystal effect.
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in keratin matrix refractive index of which is 1.56. Another important parameter

which is expected to contribute highly on the coloration is radius to lattice ratio.

This ratio is simply divides radius of each rod to the lattice constant of the crystal

formation and it helps to configure the photonic band diagram of the crystal. In

our case, duck head feathers found to have radius to lattice ratio of r/a = 65/150

= 0.433 which is deduced from SEM images seen in Fig 2.10. Using this ratio and

refractive indices we produced a band diagram of this 2D photonic crystal using

MPB (Mit Photonic Bands) software which is available for free. In Fig 2.11 this

diagram is plotted and as expected iridescence is substantially prominent.

It is clearly seen that as direction of the view altered the apparent color

changes. We can find the corresponding wavelengths for those directions from

the diagram by using equation

wa

2πc
= f ⇒ a

λ
= f ⇒ λ =

a

f
(2.10)

where f is the position of the midgap in the diagram and a is the lattice constant.

From the diagram, we find that position of the band gap is 0.3 in one end and

0.35 in the other, so the unitless frequency changes among those values as the

direction of view altered. Putting those values and lattice constant of 150 nm to

the above equation give us wavelengths as following:

λ1 =
150

0.3
= 500 nm λ2 =

150

0.35
= 430 nm

Those values correspond to colors of green and blue both of which were observed

in the optical microscope as magnification altered. Thus this diagram further

supports the idea that coloration exists due to photonic crystal effect. Also,

reflection simulation from continuous 2D photonic crystal with given parameters

produces high reflection at green wavelengths matching found values from the

band diagram (Fig 2.11b). Last but not least, we took reflection measurements

from green barbules using spectrometer that takes light and plots of that light’s

spectrum and we see that the consistency of our simulation and measurement

results further supports the notion that the presence of 2D photonic crystals is

responsible for the green color displayed by feather barbules (Fig 2.11c).

Colorations on exoskeleton of beetle scales can be given as examples for three-

dimensional photonic crystals which are usually formed by disordered assembly of
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Figure 2.11: Band diagram and reflection simulations further supports 2D pho-
tonic crystal effect as the cause of coloration. Very good match between reflection
measurement and simulation proves melanin rod size and hexagonal distribution.
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Figure 2.12: SEM images and reflection measurement from beetle samples. a)
Assembly of particles and linkup between them suggest 3D photonic crystal effect.
b) Reflection measurement from Glenea celia. c) SEM images for Eudiagogus
pulcher shows 3D structure formed out or layers. Adopted from Ref. 55.

nano-sized spheres or non-close packed diamond lattices [11, 55]. Galusha et. al.

reported optical and structural characterization of such structures on biological

samples and they state that for Glenea celia spheres with diameter of 230 nm are

assembled in non-close packed face centered cubic orientation to produce color of

green that has reflectivity response centered around 540 nm wavelength with full

width at half maximum value (FWHM) of 90 nm. In addition, there happens to be

connecting wires among those spheres which is mentioned to have considerable

importance although it is a minor detail. Also, it is claimed that disordered

packing is more advantaged than ordered ones in terms of photonic properties.

Another beetle they investigated is Eudiagogus pulcher which have crystalline

structure formed of periodic sheets that includes hexagonal holes distributed with

lattice constant of 450 nm. This sort of configuration gave beetle color spectrum

centered at wavelength of 640 nm with FWHM of 100 nm, thus it looks like an

orangish red.
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2.2 Functional Surfaces

As nature offers plenty of environmental conditions, biological systems have

evolved to cope and survive the difficulty of those conditions. What connects

livings to the outside world is their surfaces and they are developed over the

years to match survival necessities required by the reactive environment [56].

Natural systems have almost perfect surfaces among number of possibilities for

which they have featured not only macro- but also micro- and even nano-sized

structures. Functional surfaces that are produced as a way of adaptation to

harsh natural forces exhibit variety of advanced features that can be integrated

in our technological world. Most celebrated properties of those surfaces are su-

perhydrophobicity, superhydrophilicity, superoleophobicity and wettability all of

which are currently given very much attention and have already been used in wide

applications such as self-cleaning window glasses and solar cells, drag reduction

of underwater devices etc [57, 58, 59].

2.2.1 Review of Smart Surfaces

The study of biological designs and making derivations inspired by those func-

tional structures to advance our technological devices or solve our scientific prob-

lems is known as the field of biomimicry [57]. Natural systems always provide

significant insights that are not employed as a part of current advancements. It is

not only concerned to integrate unique designs into our technology but manipulat-

ing them to further develop properties and to be used in a variety of applications

are also established. From the point of functional surfaces, some analytical tech-

niques have been found to investigate and characterize surfaces among each other.

Those methods mainly includes contact angle and sliding angle.

Contact angle (CA) is the measure of angle at the location where liquid/air

and liquid/solid interfaces meet and it provides a specification for tendency of

liquid to spread along the surface, wettability [60, 61, 62]. As can be guessed,

contact angle varies with ambient temperature and pressure apart from surface
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Figure 2.13: Contact angles according to different surface energy correlations.

structure which is its fundamental purpose of characterization. Thermodynamical

mechanism explaining angle of measurement is based on surface energies among

three phases: vapor, liquid and solid. Contact angle is simply related to surface

energy difference between solid interfaces, and its cosine value with liquid/air

interfacial energy gives that difference.

γsg − γsl = γlg cos θca : Young’s equation (2.11)

It can be measured by drawing a tangential line to liquid surface where it in-

tersects with touching point of the water. The angle between this line and the

surface of the solid gives the contact angle. Therefore, contact angle can vary

from 0◦ to 180◦ that can specify property of the surface to tempt to keep or get

rid of the liquid.

In Fig 2.13 those cases are given as schematics. When surface energy between

liquid/air phase is smaller than the surface energy between solid/air, water will

face small vapour resistance which cannot prevent yielding. As solid/air surface

energy increases water starts to stabilize thus leading to increase in contact angle.

Second analytical technique used as a measure of quality of the surface is

sliding angle (SA) [63, 64]. It is the angle necessary to make liquid on surface

starts to move, in other words as one side of the substrate is lifted liquid drop

slides along the hydrophobic surface. Explicitly, this method is usually used to

compare superhydrophobic surfaces because such structures can have high contact

angle but sometimes do not respond well to inclined plane. In addition, contact

angle on some surface may change as the drop moves from its originally intended

location thus having higher sliding angle than the first point. If the sliding angle
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is high for a surface then it means liquid sticks to surface which is not desired for

self-cleaning applications since it leaves traces and does not roll off.

Using above mentioned analytical tools a surface can be characterized as hy-

drophobic, hydrophilic or oleophobic. Hydrophobicity is a physical property of

molecules and surface that corresponds to repulsion of water. There are two im-

portant components on a surface that contribute to hydrophobicity, and they are

surface architecture (roughness) and chemical composition [62, 65]. Structural

roughness usually does not decide for surface to be hydrophobic, but it helps to

increase the hydrophobicity to even higher degrees. The real mechanism defining

hydrophobicity is chemical composition. If a surface has contact angle higher

than 90o it is ascribed as hydrophobic, and if its CA exceeds 150o that makes the

surface superhydrophobic. A molecule or a surface must have low enough sur-

face energy to have hydrophobic property and this is decided merely by chemical

structure. And they are further modified to obtain superhydrophobicity because

no flat surface possesses such significant characteristics by itself. In other words,

thermodynamically it is known from Young’s equation that an unmodified surface

cannot have CA higher than 120o, therefore additional component must be added

[62]. To have high contact angles surfaces are usually exposed to fluorination be-

cause -CF3- component has the lowest surface energy [61]. For example, one of the

most hydrophobic flat surface is polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), commercially

known as teflon has CA of only 110o which is comparably high for flat surface

due to -CF3- structure. However, for a modified surface with optimized rough-

ness and chemical components CA can reach maximum value of 180o. Budunoglu

et. al. reported CA = 180o on organically modified silica (ORMOSIL) aerogel

coated glass substrate with SA smaller than 1o [66]. In addition, superhydropho-

bic surfaces are required to have sliding angles lower than 10o for self-cleaning

purposes.

On the other hand, hydrophilicity is the opposite of hydrophobicity, i.e., it

is the tendency of a molecule or surface to spread water. This feature is also

ascribed depending on the contact angle. Values lower than 90o is indication of

hydrophilicity and smaller angles than 10o is known as superhydrophilic. As in
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the case of hydrophobicity, this feature is also upgraded with roughnesses uti-

lizing spaces that have micro- and nano-sizes, beyond high chemical free energy

of the surface [67, 68]. An example can be given for highly hydrophilic surface

as titanium-dioxide (TiO2) photocatalyst coated substrate [69]. Such structure

almost does not exhibit any contact angle, it is very close to 0o, therefore when

water meets this kind of surface it runs off the edges very quickly. This function-

ality of a surface is also a possibility to be used as self-cleaning structure.

Oleophobicity is similar to hydrophobicity but here liquid material to be re-

pelled is oil instead of water [70, 71]. Limitations to contact angles are also

identical. However, this feature is more celebrated for surfaces that are originally

hydrophilic, in other words if surface has CA¿90o for oil in presence of water then

with the help of this, oil drop residing on structure can be floated away with wa-

ter supply. Property exists due to lower surface tensions of oil than water. This

sort of feature can be used in environment where contamination form organic

molecules is high. Such structures help systems to have low drag underwater, for

example drag during turbulent flow can be reduced.

2.2.2 Multi-Functional Surfaces on Plants and Animals

Above-mentioned functional surface properties: hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity

and oleophobicity have been investigated for a few decades, however they are

being promoted to their limits with the help of the designs observed in biological

systems. In most of the natural samples, roughness effect is more prominent than

material properties. Roughness of the biological surfaces are mostly governed by

micro- and nano-structures. Best functional surfaces usually include hierarchical

roughness which includes two or three order roughness by utilizing nano-scaled

levels on larger, micro-size structures.

One of the most studied natural topic for its functionality is surface of the

Lotus leaf. Although it has been long known and observed for Lotus to have very

high hydrophobicity thereby self-cleaning property, it had not been investigated

until two decades ago. Barthlott et. al. reported first detailed investigation
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Figure 2.14: Microstructures on Lotus leaf are found to consist nano-pillars which
promote hydrophobicity even further. Adopted from Ref. 72.

in 1997, and they showed that this leaf has contact angle around 161o which is

exceeded in some measurements. In addition, Lotus leaf is provided to roll the

water droplet off in sliding angles smaller than 5o, which is shown sometimes to

be as small as 2o.

According to first reports, microstructures and epicuticula wax considered

to contribute to this type of hydrophobicity, however it was later demonstrated

that nano-sized pillars exist on micro-sized papillae to promote hydrophobicity.

This was also confirmed with theoretical calculations which have shown that leaf

cannot be superhydrophobic without existence of nano-branches. Feng et. al.

declared that Lotus leaf without nanostructures can at most reach 147o, and

further demonstrated, by simulations, contact angle of 160o with nano-pillars.

Fig 2.14 shows electron microscopy images and roughness scales, taken by atomic

force microscopy, of Lotus leaf. Micro structures have diameters reported to range

from 5 to 9 µm and they have nano-pillars with diameters averaged around 125

nm.

There are multiple examples to superhydrophobic surfaces that also show

interesting properties. For example, in addition to lotus leaf, rice leaves are also

observed to consist similar structures with micro- and nano-scale papillae [72, 73].

However, this surfaces also shown to possess anisotropic wettability that is known

for materials to have different contact angles in different planes. In this case, rice

leaves are superhydrophobic (CA > 150◦) in one direction-parallel to the leaf

edge but only hydrophobic (CA < 150◦) in the other direction. Correspondingly,

sliding angles also differ in two perpendicular direction, one is being below 5◦,
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other is above 10◦. An example from animal world is butterfly wing, they are not

only colorful for their photonic crystal structures but also superhydrophobic.

As an example to hydrophilicity, pitcher plant is the most commonly known

and investigated biological system [74]. Its ability does not directly include water

contact, but insects that land inside of this plant experience slippery surface.

Thus, they fall into a special liquid that serves to drown the insects and eventual

digestion of them. Bohn et. al. reported effect behind the slippery mechanism

as epicuticula wax and roughness. They commented that roughness can rise

hydrophilicity as it promotes hydrophobicity depending on the chemical structure

of the surface. In other words, surface exhibiting CA smaller than 90◦ without

roughness can become superhydrophilic when roughness introduced. However,

they do not declare any contact angle measurements on that surface.

On the other hand, oleophobicity is highly observed in natural samples that

live underwater or contacts water occasionally [57]. Snail shells, fish surfaces

and shark skins are particular examples. It was observed that although oil on

snail shell makes contact angle of 10◦ when water is present oil does even attach

to the surface. Fish scales are already known for their clean surfaces even in

polluted water with oil. These natural systems’s oleophobicity usually useful

for self-cleaning purposes which serves to protect from biological contaminants.

Shark skins have oleophobic surface that not only acts as self-cleaning structure

but also assist for low adhesion thereby low drag underwater.

In the context of this thesis, we have also investigated surface structure of

Anas Platyrhynchos species. It is demonstrated that neck feathers of Mallard

duck are not only colorful with 2D photonic crystal, but they also exhibit super-

hydrophobic feature for self-cleaning purposes. We come to conclude from SEM

images that there are three hierarchical roughness levels contributing to superhy-

drophobicity(Fig 2.15). First order is the gaps present among the barbule arrays

that extends from main feather. Second order roughness is observed to be the

interlocking steps between longitudinal segments in each barbule cluster. As the

final hierarchical components is the nanoscale roughness on the surface of each

barbule which looks like bumpy structure.
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Figure 2.15: Feathers are found to possess (besides coloration), self-cleaning prop-
erty which is considered to be emphasized by hierarchical roughness.
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Chapter 3

Fiber Design and Fabrication

Production of nanowires and fibers has been a great challenge for scientists. How-

ever, association of fabricated materials to one system has been more formidable

problem in the way of technological developments [75, 76, 77]. Although there

are plenty of techniques both top-down and bottom-up that result with required

properties in size, material and alignment, most of them lack at least one es-

sential credential without which problem is not exactly solved. Most reports for

new devices employ nanowires that are outcomes of bottom-up chemical synthe-

sis and these nanowires have shown very significant progress in terms of size,

crystal structure and material composition, however they are unsuitable for mass

production and usually used for demonstration of desired properties or potential

applications [78, 79, 80]. Some suggests production of nanoscale parts directly

on the chip whose integration to a larger apparatus is straightforward, but these

methods still need their time to reach maturity so that they can sufficiently satisfy

technological demands [81, 82]. For top-down production methods, lithography

and electrospining are the most used ones, however photolithography cannot go

beyond diffraction limit and electrospining has very serious alignment issues de-

spite of which fact they are still convenient for variety of applications [83, 84].

For the production of fibers that are milestones of this thesis, we utilized recently

discovered iterative size reduction method that overcomes above-mentioned prob-

lems [85].
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3.1 Iterative Size Reduction Method

Fiber drawing has been a well-established production technique to achieve very

uniform and long fibers [86, 87]. Through this process cross-section of a material

is reduced up to 300 folds by applying force while heating. It is usually used

to draw silica tubes from macro-scale to micro-scale in a single step using op-

timized parameters. Currently, produced silica fibers are commonly in use for

communication, sensors etc. purposes. Mostly, single set of glasses are drawn

at specific temperatures and other fabrication parameters, because each type of

material has a unique glass transition temperature. However, drawing fibers with

composite materials requires components to have close transition temperatures

and thermoelastic properties. It is important for them to reach to a soft state

where each of them will reduce in size without breaking into pieces.

In iterative size reduction (ISR) technique, materials can be drawn down to

nano-scale in an arrays of hexagonally ordered millions of wires. The process

utilizes thermally compatible material and polymer jacket to be drawn multiple

times iteratively. First starting point for iterative size reduction is macroscopic

material rod which is turned into nanowires in the end of the process. Then

thermally compatible polymer jacket including this rod inside, which is called

preform, is established for drawing purposes. Preform is heated to a temperature

level where both materials exceed their glass transition temperature and become

soft enough to reduce in cross-section under application of an adequately large

force. This step is quite similar to commonly known regular fiber drawing method

and only significance is that it includes composite materials. Optimized sizes in

this technique of the first preform and first step fibers are ranging from 25 mm

to 35 mm and from 100 µm to 1 mm, respectively.

Most prominent side of ISR is utilization of first step fibers for another drawing

step to obtain another dimensional reduction thereby micro-scale fibers. Fibers

obtained after first drawing are cut into smaller frames and bundled up together

and placed into a hollow preform again prepared from thermally compatible mate-

rial, usually polymer. As energetically favoured state, placed fibers with uniform

sizes homogeneously distribute themselves radially inside the hollow core. After
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thermal drawing process takes place, indefinitely long fibers that include hexag-

onally arranged microwires are acquired. Same procedure as in step two can be

employed to further obtain nanowires as a consequence of third step. In this last

step, fibers from second step which already include number of micro wires are

inserted into another hollow preform, thus including as many times more wires in

a preform. In other words, new preform contains plenty of fibers that include that

much of more wires. For example, if filling factor for a hollow preform with 10

mm hole is 500 fibers, then third preform has around 500×500 = 250.000 wires.

Parameters and drawing procedure similar to second step is followed to produce

third step fibers with hexagonally distributed microfibers that have hexagonally

and uniformly aligned nanowires. As mentioned above, at each step reduction

factor (RF), that is the ratio of final diameter to initial diameter, can change

from 25 to 300, and simple consideration of 100 fold reduction at each step gives

RF = 1003 = 106, thereby 10 mm rod in the beginning scales down to 10 nm at

the end of the fabrication. Drawing schematics and fabricated fibers can be seen

in Fig 3.1.

Fibers concerned in this thesis are also produced with this technique. For

drawing procedures there is a home-built fiber tower that consist multiple com-

ponents each of which serve to set different fabrication parameters (Fig 3.2).

Fundamental part for fiber drawing is the furnace which contains two heating

compartment, top zone and bottom zone. Bottom zone heats the preform to de-

sired temperature which is slightly above the highest glass transition temperature

of the materials. This value is entered directly with user interface platform, and

according to this value program sets the top zone temperature to a rate which

pre-heats the upper section of the preform to be drawn in oncoming times. Evi-

dently, preform is not completely placed into the heating zone and it is hold with

a stage that can move in three dimension: X, Y, and Z (Z direction coincides

with vertical dimension of the preform). X and Y positions of the preform are

aligned before drawing starts so that preform is radially kept at the same dis-

tance away from the furnace surface. On the other hand, Z parameter is not

set in the beginning and as soon as drawing starts it is set to a speed (feed-

ing speed) by which amount preform moves downward so that drawn places are
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Figure 3.1: Schematic for iterative drawing procedure is shown. Resulting fiber
cross-section and longitudinal SEM images are given. This technique helps to
fabricate very long nanowires in desired orientation. Adopted from Ref. 85.
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constantly compensated with pre-heated regions. As significant force required to

start drawing, a small weight is attached to down side of the preform through

which process is initialized after preform is heated to set temperature. Incoming

fiber goes through a thickness measurement system that constantly measures and

monitors thickness of the incoming fiber. After that fiber strolls tangentially to a

series of pulleys one of which measures the tension of the drawn fibers since they

are actually drawn with capstan at the bottom of the tower. Depending on the

tension and thickness, capstan speed, feeding speed and temperature values can

be arranged to optimize values or sustain homogeneity.
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Figure 3.2: Home-built fiber tower used for iterative size reduction.
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3.2 Material Characterization and Preform

Preparation

Generally, glass semiconductors are drawn to form uniformly distributed array

of nanowires because crystalline materials come as pieces inside the protective

jacket. On the other hand, protective jackets are always made from polymers

since they do not get viscous and spill as glassy materials. In addition, outer

shell helps to create lattice arrangement in the further steps and keeps glass

wires touching each other. To form two-dimensional photonic crystal fibers we

considered using only polymer materials. There are multiple reasons for such

selection.

First of all, duck’s plumage is made out of polymer materials: melanin and

keratin. These materials have refractive indices that are particularly close to

each other and small enough to function at optical frequencies, 2.0 and 1.56 re-

spectively. In our production, we had to use two materials that are compatible

optically, therefore we decided to choose polymer materials since they have small

refractive indices and it would be hard to find and manipulate two glass materials

with low refractive indices. Secondly, polymer materials not only have low refrac-

tive indices but their indices sustain their values with minimal errors throughout

the visible spectrum. Last but not least, polymer materials are usually thermally

compatible and easy to draw since they do not go into small pieces like glass

materials even if temperature is considerably higher than their glass transition

temperature.

Table 3.1: Polymer materials

Materials Drawing Temperature Refractive index Specific Gravity
PVDF 180 ◦C 1.41 1.78

PC 220 ◦C 1.58 1.21
PES 226 ◦C 1.65 1.37
PEI 223 ◦C 1.67 1.27
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Figure 3.3: Band diagram and reflection simulations carried out before drawing
procedure to estimate required rod sizes.

In Table 3.1, different polymers with distinct properties are given. From these,

we are supposed to select two materials that have comparatively large refractive

index difference. Therefore, PES and PEI cannot be selected as corresponding

pair. Either PVDF/PC pair, or one of the PC(PVDF)/PES(PEI) pairs must be

concluded. Refractive index difference of materials in mallard feathers is ∆n =

0.44 . Even this value is particularly high, simulations (Fig 2.11) made for pho-

tonic crystal structure in the barbules suggest that difference should not be very

small, otherwise bandgap might become pinched causing prevention of reflection.

This argument implies that we should select PVDF/PC pair, and we selected

those two, however there are two other motives that reinforce accuracy of our

selection. One of the two considerations is that PVDF has fluorinated residues

and as mentioned in Chapter 2 fluorinated compounds are known to promote

hydrophobicity. Such property could help us to manifest superhydrophobic fea-

ture for our produced 2D photonic crystal fibers. Another reason to approve

PVDF/PC polymers is that PC, unlike any other polymer, can be removed eas-

ily by peeling off from the surface of PVDF, and this will facilitate fabrication

procedure since it is required to remove PC jacket after first step. From all of

these factors, PVDF/PC polymers are deduced to be most suitable pair.

To ensure that selected polymers will result with small bandgap around 500

nm wavelength (green color), we run simulations both to see significant reflection
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and band diagram. Fig 3.3 demonstrates the simulation results that has param-

eters of r/a = 0.433, nPC = 1.58 and nPV DF = 1.41 as fixed values. Simulation

for band diagram is carried out in MIT Photonic Bands (MPB) software, and

reflection spectra is calculated via FDTD solutions by Lumerical program. As

expected, results show proper band gap and reflection values for chosen polymer

pair. It should also be noted that iridescence is still emphasized, such that, band

gap is small enough not to combine multiple wavelengths at certain direction of

view. From the points of frequency we can infer the lattice values to which rods

are supposed to scaled down. Using eqn 2.10, we get

a = fλ a ≈ 0.400× 500 = 200 nm

Thus lattice constant must be around 200 and thereby radius of each rod is

supposed to be 200×0.433 ≈ 86 nm. Final points give us insight about ratios

that we should use while preparing preforms.

Before starting to arrange first step preform, we have considered the second

step because in the second step we insert fibers from first step but there still

remains space among them since cylindrical fibers cannot fit perfectly without

leaving some space. This condition makes the distance among rods shorten since

outer shell fills the empty spaces while drawing and decrease in thickness. Reduc-

tion in lattice might look negligible but it is not that small to ignore. Therefore,

to avoid such circumstance we planned to increase thickness of the shell layer

in the first step. With this in mind, we considered to prepare a preform which

consists 10 mm PC core and total 12 mm with PVDF shell, i.e. 2 mm thick

PVDF layer, and total preform with outer protective jacket (PC) arranged to be

20 mm in diameter so that we can still control fibers after drawing.

Preforms are prepared by rolling films around either glass rod directly or

teflon tubes. Here, we first needed a PC rod and for this we rolled PC polymer

films around thin (4 mm) teflon tube to form a huge (30 mm in diameter) pre-

form. Then this preform is consolidated using a home-built consolidator device

(Fig 3.4a). Consolidator heats the preform uniformly to a state where rolled films

combine to become fused under vacuum environment with pressure of 10−3 Torr.
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Figure 3.4: Home-built consolidator and prepared first step preform.

For PC, consolidation process includes 2 hours waiting in 140 ◦C and then ramp-

ing by 2 ◦C/min to 185 ◦C where it is hold for 10 minutes to fully consolidate.

Then, this preform is divided into four equal pieces through its cross-section.

One of this pieces is smoothed to become 10 mm rod using turning machine.

The reason to take this route is that any preform rolled on a teflon tube results

with hollow core inside and this might cause shift or defects in the color of final

2D photonic crystal. After this process, 10 mm PC rod is simply rolled with 2

mm PVDF shell and 8 mm final PC jacket, successively. Then whole preform

is consolidated at temperatures similar to above-mentioned consolidation proce-

dure. Fig 3.4b shows the schematics for first step preform preparation, and final

preform.

First step fibers were drawn at temperature of 224 ◦C to final thicknesses

around 600 µm which means reduction factor of 30. Fig 3.5 shows the first step

fibers after fabrication and SEM images of cross section. As it appears and ex-

pected, fibers preserved their initial aspect ratio throughout the drawing process

thus concluding with high regularity. First step fibers were well-established and,

as it was intended from matter of choice, PC jacket around the fibers were easily

removed by simply peeling off, after which fibers were ready for second step.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic for first step drawn preform and real preform are given.
As it is clearly observed from SEM images, fibers preserved their cross-sectional
ratio throughout the drawing process.
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3.3 Design and Fabrication of Novel Preforms

and Fibers

In the second step, we needed to bundle up these fibers in such a way that they

do not only form hexagonal lattice arrangement but also have large surface area

to reflect light. For this reason, we considered to form up a rectangular shaped

preform, which should have smooth inner surface. Usually, preforms are rolled

around a tube for two reasons first of which is to have circular hollow core and

second if it cannot be removed by hand, glass tubes are easily dissolved in hy-

drofluoric (HF) acid solution. Dissolving method is generally tried to be avoided

because it takes some time for tube to dissolve. However, since surface are of tube

is much larger than rod, they take much less time to corrode. For our purpose,

we rolled the preform around a simple microscope slide. As expected, films were

unable to cover smoothly the glass, but after consolidation they softened and cov-

ered the glass substrate completely. Afterwards, this preform dipped into 48%

HF solution and left there for 2 days even after which glass merely half dissolved.

Then we scratched glass throughout the preform to increase the surface area and

help dissolved glass from top fall off through. After 2 more days in HF solution,

glass was weekend as a structure, so it broke easily and came off leaving a PC

preform with highly uniform and smooth inner surface. Around 500 first step

fibers are inserted inside this preform. We did not worry about hexagonal distri-

bution because it is energetically most favoured state for fibers to form. Fig 3.6

shows the preform and fibers in it. This sort of preform is novel due to its high

aspect ratio cross-section and fully polymeric composition.

First step fibers had core diameter only around 350 µm and it should scaled

down with a reduction factor of 2000. However, this could not be accomplished

in a single step, therefore we thinned down second step preform by only RF =

10. The reason for this was to have hexagonally distributed fibers concatenate

in this step, and to observe results on large scale before we continue to drawing

process. Fig 3.6 demonstrate the results after second step drawing. At a first

glance, it might seem like hexagonal distribution is not emphasized, but careful

investigation gives solid results. It should also be noted that few defects and
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Figure 3.6: Real and schematic second step preform are given. Cross-section of
second step possess hexagonally distributed micro-scale rods.

derangements at particular points along the lattice is not expected to violate the

integrity of overall photonic crystal configuration. This claim will be proven at

the end of all steps.

3.3.1 2D Photonic Crystal Fibers

After accomplishing second step fibers without any corruption, it was needed

to scale those fibers down once more with a reduction factor of around 200 so

as to obtain two-dimensional photonic crystal fibers that contains nano-scale

elements, thus functions at optical frequencies. However, there were still necessary

requirements to be met for successful fabrication of such fibers. As it has been

intended and concluded up to this point, second step fibers have unusual cross-

sectional geometry that is rectangular shape. It must also be contemplated for

fibers to conserve this aspect throughout the final drawing step. To meet the

same circumstances, a third step preform similar to one used for the second step

is prepared, i.e., preform with smooth rectangular hollow core. By this means,

fibers can be prevented from any derangements or any disintegrations that can

be caused from circular core. On the other hand, a single fiber still cannot
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Figure 3.7: Only single fiber is inserted into third step preform since it is just
aimed to decrease its overall size.

completely fit to this hollow core, therefore we considered inserting additional

polycarbonate fibers, which are made of the same material with the preform,

near the fundamental fiber. In this wise, fiber can fit inside the preform perfectly

without having any degree of freedom which may cause distress while drawing.

Fig 3.7 demonstrates the prepared preform.

Through handling all problems, third step preform was meticulously prepared

and ready to draw. However, since it is determined to reduce by factor of 200 in

this step and last fibers will include nanoscale elements, parameters and procedure

in this step must constantly be checked so as to anticipate and response accord-

ingly to any change while drawing. Mistakes committed in this step can result

with lattice corruption which could lead segments with ruined color throughout

the fibers which are purposed to possess single color for a long range. For this

reason, fibers must be scaled down easily, in other words reduction factor must be

increased by time in this last step at the end of which reduction could smoothly

reach 200-fold. Considering all of this, third step fibers were drawn successfully to

obtain hexagonally distributed nano-size rods forming 2D photonic crystal fibers.
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Fig 3.7 shows the cross-sectional electron microscope image of the obtained fibers.

Apparently, those fibers preserved their rectangular cross-section thanks to

taken precautions both at preparation of final preform and while drawing proce-

dure. SEM images are not completely clear due to low refractive index difference

among both materials, PC and PVDF. However, it is clearly visible that rods are

arranged in hexagonal formation. Close captioning to certain sections provides

further support to this claim (Fig 3.7). In addition to that, it should also be

noted that deviation of diameters of rods is considerably negligible by which it is

meant that they will not affect overall color in a manner that reflected spectrum

will be mixture of several wavelength.
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Chapter 4

Fiber Characterization

From the materials point of view, drawn fibers are required to have two properties.

First of these was hexagonal distribution of the nano-scale rods which are also

embedded in a polymer matrix that is constructed from distinct polymer. This

was achieved throughout the all drawing procedures by careful considerations

and calculations. The other feature was surface roughness along the long edge of

the rectangular cross-section. Since first step fibers were circular and they were

directly placed in a rectangular core preform, they were expected to preserve such

morphology on the edge although their shell material would combine inside the

matrix. Electron microscope images suggest that there are cambered structure

on the surface of the fibers.

Each of these material requirements were necessary to exhibit corresponding

effects that will characterize fibers. Those effects, as this thesis concerns, are

optical properties and hydrophobic properties. Fibers characterization are con-

cluded using fundamental setups. In this chapter, employed setups and results

from bio-inspired fibers are thoroughly investigated and explained.
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4.1 2D Photonic Crystal Fibers For Bio-

Mimicry of Anas Platyrhynchos L.

Inspiration for produced 2D photonic crystal fibers was Anas Platyrhynchos, com-

monly known as mallard duck or green-headed duck. First investigations were

done to demonstrate success rate of achieving mimicry of such unique feathers. As

explained in the second chapter, those feathers show incredible green coloration

due to 2D photonic crystal effects. In addition to bright colors, situated photonic

crystals also cause iridescence on segments of the feathers. In real life, iridescence

is observed as disappearance of color as angle of view is changed from direct to

sight from an angle. However, more significant proof to iridescence is the color

shift or more precisely, shift in the reflected wavelength. Feathers of investigated

duck have shown such iridescence and through fabrication of 2D photonic crystal

fibers, this property is also expected to be mimicked to some degree.

Beyond photonic crystal effect, colorful feathers include rough surface and

hierarchical roughness effects exist thanks to two components: interior growing

mechanism of the feather and agglomeration due to natural side to side develop-

ment of the barbules. Surface roughness aimed to be accomplished on fibers to

mimic this effect. Through fabrication technique it also seems to be possible to

acquire hierarchy among fibers not to only imitate hydrophobic effect but also

promote it to a superhydrophobic degree and more.

4.1.1 Optical Characterization of Bio-inspired Fibers

Produced fibers had total sizes around 15-20 µm, and as it can be inferred, they do

not exhibit visible color to naked eye, they are even hardly visible. Therefore, to

provide color and iridescence, optical microscope is utilized. However, to further

characterize reflection from 2D photonic crystal fibers, an optical setup is estab-

lished (Fig 4.1). In terms of configuration and employment, this setup is very

simple since optical microscope is the main part. A spectrometer is connected to

microscope using an optical fiber which collects direct image(light) from display
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Figure 4.1: Photograph of optical setup. Mechanism used can be understood
from schematics.

output part. Spectra with wavelengths in the visible range is accumulated from

incoming light and directly monitored through live-feed on computer screen. By

this means, apparent color in the microscope can directly be measured without

performing any additional preparation.

Third step fibers were embedded at the core of a polycarbonate matrix that

was imposed to protect fiber in the third step drawing. However, to take clear

measurements and benefit from full effect of two-dimensional photonic crystals, it

was necessary to dispose the outer polycarbonate. For this, we used an organic,

chemical element known as dichloromethane (DCM) that has empirical formula

of CH2Cl2. This chemical compound is widely known to dissolve polymeric mate-

rials, and we have tested to further check results. Apparently, our produced fibers

have a crucial composition to survive from corrosion by this chemical. Our exper-

iments show that this chemical responds to each polymer differently and etches

them at different rates. Critical part in our case is that speed of etching PVDF

is much more slower than PC, this means that we can safely etch polycarbonate

outer shell and obtain clear, undistorted 2D photonic crystal fibers thanks to

matrix material, PVDF. However, it is very important that we completely clean

the outermost PC material before we take any measurements because of the fact

that it can lead to color shift and disturbance due to thin-film interference effect.

Therefore, to make sure complete decomposition we held our fibers longer than

necessary time for PC to be etched. Although this induced some corrosion on

the surface of the PVDF shell, it did not get into the fiber and cause damage to

rods.
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Figure 4.2: Green fibers show iridescent behaviour under higher magnification
and the idea of matching between measurement and simulation further approves
coloration due to photonic crystal effect.

It is noteworthy to say that fiber geometry has very high aspect ratio (1:15),

therefore it is physically favoured for it to lean on larger side. Besides, since

fibers are very long we can see if it has turned to different side. Considering this,

fabricated fibers are carefully etched on microscope slides and are inserted into

microscope to see color effects. As can be seen from Fig 4.2a, etched fibers are

exceptionally green. It can also be observed that there are spots where different

colors are produced such as red or yellow, however those are negligibly small

segments comparing to large area of the fiber, therefore overall color is sufficiently

dominant to reflect only green wavelength(s). To ensure produce color is due to

photonic crystal effect, we switch microscope lens to higher magnification by

which iridescence is expected to be observed. Fig 4.2b shows the same fiber with

higher magnification, color shift to blue is clear when compared to previous image.

This magnification also increases influence of the defects, spots with different

colors are more visible, but the main color is still distinctively dominant.

Before we begin fabrication, we simulated results from 2D photonic crystals

that was going to be fabricated. Here, we also compare measurements from given

fibers. Fig 4.2c shows the great match between simulation and measurement,

which are both normalized values of arbitrary units. This result manifests the

superiority of the fabrication technique in mimicking the investigated photonic

crystal structure. Also, success of the fabrication is clearly expressed.
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Figure 4.3: Adjusting to different lattice constants any wavelength can be re-
flected by 2D photonic crystal.

Calculation of band diagram of two-dimensional photonic crystals only ne-

cessitates dielectric constants and radius to lattice ratio. From this, it can be

explicitly deduced that same photonic crystal configuration at larger scale will

result with same band diagram. What makes the photonic crystal function at

optical scale is the lattice constant, in other words, as equation 2.8 suggest color

is directly dependent on the lattice constant. By taking this advantage, we re-

alized that our fabricated fibers span a wide range in terms of lattice constants

because we had drawn fibers by slowly reducing the overall size. To find corre-

sponding colors regarding lattice constants, we produced a map (Fig 4.3) that

will allow us to choose necessary fibers responsible for each color and also provide

further theoretical support for observation of different colors. In this map, each

peaked modes correspond the different bandgaps. We are interested and already

produced color from the fundamental mode that is located along the diagonal of

the map.

Considering lattice constants corresponding to main colors in the visible spec-

trum, we found and etched differently sized fibers to obtain full spectrum. As it
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Figure 4.4: Using map r̃efcolormap for producing different wavelengths, colors of
visible spectrum are produced.

can be seen in Fig 4.4, fibers that reflect all the main colors are obtained. All of

these fibers were already produced in the final step of the fabrication. Considering

this fact, excellence of the fabrication method on production of such specialized

fibers emerges once more.

This result also emphasizes that fibers do not have to reflect only colors of

the visible spectrum, they can also reflect different wavelengths depending on the

lattice constant. Reminding once again, in the third step, we already produced

fibers that span sizes of wide range, i.e., lattice constants change from a few

microns to hundreds of nanometers. Therefore, fibers that reflect wavelength

near infrared are already obtained and depending on the requirement photonic

crystal fibers reflecting at frequencies from THz to GHz region can easily be

produced.

Another compelling feature of fabricated fibers is their constitutionally con-

tained materials. As it was intended to fully mimic the natural samples, we have

especially selected polymer materials. These materials are particularly impor-

tant for their close refractive indices to natural ones, and their nonhazardous

structure. Additionally, as it is a fact for most of the polymers, at small scales

they are easy to manipulate because of weak and soft structures as a course of

their natures. We also utilized this knowledge to taper fibers and show tunable
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Figure 4.5: Single fiber can be tapered in a segment as small as 1 mm to reflect
all visible spectrum.

property of produced fibers. As mentioned above, two-dimensional photonic crys-

tals with same radius to lattice ratios and same materials will produce exactly

same band diagrams, and their color can only change depending on their lattice

constant. Therefore, if we take thick fiber that reflects wavelengths higher than

visible spectrum, tapering it will construct fibers with smaller lattice constant

thereby causing reflection of smaller wavelength.

A segment of such fiber was taken and streched to produce all of the visible

spectrum. Fig 4.5 shows the tapered fiber. It should be noted that this small

section has length of only 1 mm. Therefore, it is not only important for this

fibers to have tunable property, but they also exhibit high flexibility at small

scales. Measurements were also taken from tapered fiber segment, and normalized

spectra are plotted in Fig 4.5 too. Corresponding color at each location gives

direct reflection as it is prominent in the plot. Conspicuously, reflection at smaller

wavelengths is less evident, this happens because fibers, polymers, just like most

materials, start to absorb light in that region.
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Figure 4.6: Contact angle setup gives an edge to analyse hydrophobic feature of
the samples.

4.1.2 Surface Behaviour Characterization

While producing second step, fibers are inserted into preform in such a way that

no additional fiber can fit anymore. By this way, we were aiming to acquire

hexagonal distribution and fibers at the edge could arrange in an order leaning

to inner surface of the preform. Here, an important aspect of the fabrication

method comes into play. Small holes are closed by the surrounding material

as they soften and spread around. This feature helped to form complete matrix

that holds the rods. However, at the inner edges of the preform, holes were closed

not only by embedded matrix (PVDF), but they were also filled with PC, outer

material, in particular. In other words, outer layer of the photonic crystal was

covered by PC element to some degree. This also helped to protect the rough

structure at the edges. After final fiber was drawn, the fibers were etched in

DCM chemical to dissolve outer PC layer, leaving those edges cambered, in a

way. This was another benefited attribute of the fabrication technique, because

with the help of this aspect rough surface was obtained which is expected to

promote hydrophobicity of the fibers.

To take contact angle measurements, we utilized an already existing device

given in Fig 4.6. This equipment provides a stable ground for samples. A camera
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Figure 4.7: Contact angle measurement from assemble of final photonic crystal
fibers.

and a light is positioned at opposite sites of this ground. Since light stays behind

the sample according to camera, this creates a black portrait of the sample on

the screen. This helps for the provided software identify the edges of the sample.

When a water droplet is dispensed on the sample, clear and sharp black and white

image is taken by the setup, then software finds the contact angle by itself.

Since etched fibers size as small as a few microns, it is impossible for any

droplet stand on a single fiber, and also impractical for the software to identify

such small scale. To take contact angle measurements we needed to assemble

etched fibers in such a way that they form a cluster like in the natural sample,

duck feather. For this, we placed multiple fibers side by side, then we etched them

together. However, taking this process only one time will give large distances

among fibers since fiber sizes get much smaller after etching. To overcome this, we

followed this procedure multiple times on the previously etched fibers. Possibility

of etching PVDF shell was also taken into account during this action, however

PVDF is strong enough to survive multiple DCM exposure.

Contact angle measurements taken from the sample prepared is given in
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Figure 4.8: Contact angle measurements taken both from film PVDF and second
step photonic crystal structure.

Fig 4.7. CA as high as 165◦ is obtained during this measurements, however multi-

ple measurements suggest CA to be 160±5. To investigate higher hydrophobicity

level of produced fibers than naturally existing sample, we take several electron

microscopy images from the same specimen used in these measurements. SEM

images suggests there to be two orders of roughness on the surface of the fibers.

First roughness is the largest one that is the distance between the fibers, the scale

of this changes from a few microns to tens of microns. Second order comes from

the cambered structure at the edges of the fibers, this was intended during draw-

ing procedure and expected to result in such assistance. In addition, beyond these

roughness effects, the main reason to such high hydrophobicity is the PVDF itself.

As it was explained in the preceding chapters, fluorinated residues are known to

promote hydrophobicity, and here this material also helped to acquire contact

angles higher than naturally existing duck feathers.

To further support the idea of roughness effect on PVDF material, we have

taken contact angle measurements from second step fibers that has microscale

roughness on millimeter scale fiber. Fig 4.8 provides comparison between film and

fiber structure of the PVDF. Roughness is known to promote existing feature, in
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this case hydrophobicity. CA = 91◦ of the film is developed to CA = 124◦ after

drawing. 30◦ increment in one step is repeated in the last step to exceed 150◦

concluding superhydrophobic fibers.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

Fabrication and characterization procedure of bio-inspired two-dimensional pho-

tonic crystal fibers, that consist only polymeric materials with compatible glass

transition temperature and small refractive index difference, are explained in this

thesis. This work concludes the first production of such all-polymer solid-core

2D photonic crystal fibers that possess multi-functional properties; structural

coloration and superhydrophobicity.

Investigation of bright and iridescent green-coloration on neck feathers of

widely known mallard duck (Anas Platyrhynchos L.) revealed that there existed

hexagonal distribution of melanin nano-rods along the edges of the keratin bar-

bule elements. Carried out simulations for 2D photonic crystal band-diagram

and reflection calculations suggested this distribution as the responsible mecha-

nism for coloration. Such all-polymer solid-core distribution was also discovered

in peacock feathers but studies did not go further than analysis due to lack of

fabrication approach. Our exploration also implied super-hydrophobicity through

surface structure which is considered to help self cleaning of feathers.

After examination, to produce such intricate configuration, we selected iter-

ative size reduction (ISR) due to its applicability to range of polymer materials
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and easiness to control nano-scale materials from macro-scale. To imitate multi-

functional properties of natural duck feather, polycarbonate (PC) and polyvinyld-

ifluoride (PVDF) materials were selected since they are endowed with close glass

transition temperatures and relatively close refractive indices compared to other

polymers. In addition, fluoride residues in PVDF are also taken into account as

potential for hydrophobicity, and providing nano-scale roughness is considered to

promote this feature. However, this work also implies that any thermally compat-

ible polymer pair can be drawn together to form unprecedented fiber structures.

To replicate and see full effect of 2D photonic crystal feature, a unique and

novel rectangular hollowed preform was prepared. This helped to increase as-

pect ratio of the final fibers through which optical and roughness characteriza-

tion were simplified. This type of production procedure can be established to

form differently shaped preforms and fibers to include distinct distributions of

nanowires. Green coloration and iridescence properties were satisfactorily mim-

icked and fibers further characterized to reflect each color in visible spectrum.

Through ISR fibers in millimeter to nanometer scales can be produced to operate

in a wide range of wavelengths from UV to IR and beyond.

As expected before drawing process, fibers with nanoroughness on PVDF

matrix resulted with very high hydrophobicity. It is implied that this production

technique also provides control on roughness of overall structures and this could

help any type of fiber to have wettability feature. Besides surface structure, being

composed of biocompatible polymer materials, this sort of fibers can find its place

in textile industry as distinctively colored and wettable featured nonhazardous

fibres. In addition, having very thin and iridescent photonic band gap could be

used for filtering purposes. Obtaining small spectral linewidths and polarization

filtering is possible by careful designs of proposed fibers.
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